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Summary 

The nuclear rocket is potentially capable of much higher 
specific impulse than any chemically fueled rocket, because of the 
high energy content per unit mass of the fissionable material. 
While a part of this potential can be realized by use of a low 
molecular weight propellant heated by solid fuel plates, it seems 
clear that the full potential can be realized only if the fissionable 
material can be retained in gaseous form, and its fission energy 
transferred directly to the propellant. 

The purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility of re
taining the fissionable material, in gaseous form, in the pressure 
field of a vortex, while the low molecular weight propellant dif
fuses radially inward through it. A two-dimensional, laminar, 
vortex flow is studied, the propellant being introduced tangen
tiallyat the periphery and withdrawn at the center. 

The mass-flow capacity of the vortex, per unit of vortex length, 
is found to be independent of the vortex diameter, so that a 
large number of small-diameter vortices filling a given volume 
will have a much larger mass-flow capacity than a single vortex 
of the same volume. At tangential Mach numbers of the order 
of unity in a mixture of hydrogen and plutonium, the mass-flow 
capacity is of the order of 0.01 pounds per second-foot. 

H the vortex pressure gradient decreases monotonically out
ward, it is possible to maintain the heavy gas in a highly peaked 
distribution, away from both the center and the periphery of the 
vortex; however, for very high heating rates, or very large tem
perature' ratios, the pressure gradient cannot decrease mono
tonically outward, and in this case the concentration of heavy 
gas near the periphery of the vortex will be high. 

Insofar as the vortex-containment mechanism limits the gase
ous nuclear rocket, its performance potential is very high. It 
may be that its performance will actually be limited by other 
factors, such as radiant heat transfer from the gas to solids, the 
difficulty of maintaining fissionable material in gaseous form, 
and the difficulty of generating vortices with the required low 
radial mass-flow rates and high tangential velocities. The po
tential of the gaseous fission rocket seems to warrant intensive 
study of these problems. 

In troduction 

T HE NUCLEAR ROCKET, in which the fission reaction 
acts as a source of energy to heat the propellant, 

which is then expanded through a nozzle to produce 
thrust, is potentially capable of much higher specific 
impulse than is any chemically fueled rocket. This 
is because the energy content of the heated propellant 
per unit mass is not limited, as in the case of the chemi
cal rocket, by the chemical energy content of the pro-
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pellants. The energy content of the fissionable mate
rial per unit mass is in fact so high that it need not be 
used as propellant; its energy may be extracted and used 
to heat a separate propellant. 

However, the problem of transferring the energy 
from the fissioning fuel to the propellant makes full 
realization of this great potential difficult. A portion 
of it can be realized by choosing a propellant with a 
very low molecular weight, so that even with the pro
pellant temperature limited to the values obtainable 
with heat transfer from fissionable materials in solid 
form, the propellant enthalpy, and hence the specific 
impulse, is considerably above that attainable with 
chemical propellants. It seems likely that, with hy
drogen as the propellant, values of specific impulse 
ranging from 800 seconds to perhaps 1,200 seconds 
may be obtained, depending on the pressure at which 
the hydrogen is heated. 

It seems clear, though, that the full potential of the 
nuclear rocket can be realized only if the fissionable 
material is retained in gaseous form, and heat is trans
ferred from it to the propellant without the interposi
tion of any solid surface. Two methods are available 
for this energy transfer: radiation and direct molecular 
collisions. Of these, we shall consider only the latter. 
To effect the direct transfer of the kinetic energy of the 
fission fragments to the propellant by molecular colli
sions, the fissionable material and propellant must be 
in intimate gaseous mixture within a nuclear reactor 
in which a chain reaction can be supported. It is 
readily demonstrated that the requirement for nuclear 
criticality, together with the desire for large amounts 
of heat addition to the gaseous propellant, dictate 
rather high concentrations of fissionable material in the 
gas mixture. If this mixture is then simply exhausted 
through a nozzle, the loss of fissionable material is 
prohibitive from the standpoint of cost. Thus, it is 
essential that the fissionable material be retained within 
the reactor, while the propellant flows through it. 

The purpose of this paper is to consider the possi
bility of containing the fissionable material within a 
vortex flow. The strong radial pressure gradients 
which can be generated in vortices are capable of pro
ducing appreciable diffusion of a light propellant gas, 
such as hydrogen, through a heavy gas, such as plu
tonium. Thus, it seems possible that a distribution of 
fissionable gas may be held in a vortex while the 
lighter propellant gas diffuses radially inward through 
it, absorbing the fission energy. One possible imple-
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mentation of this concept is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. The propellant gas, and enough fissionable 
gas to make up losses, would be introduced with a high 
tangential velocity at the periphery of the vortex tube, 
through a series of jets distributed over its surface. 
The propellant would then diffuse radially inward, 
through the distribution of fissionable gas, and leave 
the tube axially near its center. 

For the purposes of analysis, this flow will be idealized 
to a two-dimensional vortex flow, into which the fluid 
is introduced uniformly at the periphery with a tangen
tial velocity, and from which it is withdrawn at some 
radius near the center, as by a cylindrical sink at that 
radius. No attempt will be made to treat the three
dimensional flow near the axis; it is felt that this flow 
is not of crucial importance to the containment mecha
nism. A question does arise as to the proper boundary 
conditions to be applied at the inner and outer radii 
of the two-dimensional flow; this question will be dis
cussed in some detail. 

The flow will be assumed to be laminar. I t may seem 
that this assumption is rather extreme, because the 
Reynolds number of the flow, based on the high tan
gential velocity and the tube diameter, must be large, 
and the resulting turbulent mixing would tend to in
validate the laminar calculation. However, the na
ture of turbulent vortex flows is not well understood, 
particularly when the fluid is compressible, so that 
conclusions based on turbulent mixing processes for 
radically different flows (e.g., pipe flow) may be com
pletely erroneous. The point of view which is taken 
here is that the validity of the laminar diffusion calcu
lation can best be judged by direct comparison with 
experiment. 

Fission-fragment heating of the propellant is as
sumed to occur locally at the point of fission-i.e., 
the range of the fission fragments is assumed small 
compared to the radius of the vortex. At one hundred 
atmospheres pressure and 2,000oK., the range of fission 
fragments in hydrogen is about 0.7 cm.,2 however, half 
of their energy is deposited in the first 0.2 cm., hence, 
at this pressure and temperature, the vortex radius 

COOL GAS AND FISSIONABLE MATERIAL 
INTRODUCED TANGENTIALLY 

SECTION A-A 

must be one centimeter or larger. An additional as
sumption, that the heating rate is proportional to the 
concentration of fissionable material, implies that the 
neutron flux within the vortex is constant. It will be 
assumed that the mole fraction of fissionable gas in the 
mixture is small. This assumption simplifies the anal
ysis considerably, and because of the much larger 
mass of the fissionable atoms compared to that of the 
propellant atoms, is valid even when the density of 
fissionable material is considerably greater than that 
of the propellant. 

Finally, the vortex flow will be assumed inviscid, so 
that the tangential velocity is inversely proportional 
to the radius. The justification for this is that the 
radial-inflow Reynolds number is sufficiently large for 
the interesting cases that viscous effects are in fact 
small, except near the solid outer boundaries of the 
vortex. Boundary-layer-like flows with high rates 
of shear will exist on such surfaces, and the resultant 
torque may make the attainment of vortices with 
sufficiently high tangential velocities difficult; however, 
this problem will not be considered here. 

In the present paper, we shall be concerned with the 
process of diffusion of the propellant through the heavy 
gas, with heat addition. No detailed consideration 
will be given to the many other problems, such as 
radiant heat transfer and nuclear criticality; which 
must clearly be of great importance for a gaseous 
reactor. 

Nevertheless, some estimates of the performance of 
gaseous nuclear rockets, as limited by the vortex con
tainment, will be given. It must be recognized that 
these estimates cannot reflect the ultimate potential 
of the gaseous nuclear rocket with vortex contain
ment. They can only serve to indicate the limits 
imposed by the containment scheme itself. 

Formulation of the Diffusion Problem 

For a complete description of the two-component 
gas mixture, two new variables must be added to the 
usual fluid dynamic set. These may be taken as the 
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FIG. 1. Specialization of the vortex tube for rocket propUlsion. 
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density and velocity of one species, say the heavy gas, 
in which ·case the continuity equation for the heavy 
gas and the relation connecting its diffusion velocity 
to the pressure and concentration gradients complete 
the set of governing equations. 

In the two-dimensional vortex flow, the continuity 
equation for the mixture is quite simple. If u is the 
radial gas velocity, P the density, and r the radius, then 

(1) 

where mt:l and mt:2 are the constant mass flows of the 
light and heavy gases, respectively, per unit of vortex 
length. Similarly, since the two gases do not react 
chemically, the heavy gas satisfies the continuity 
equation 

P2(U + u2)r = mt:2/27r 

where U2 is the diffusion velocity of the heavy gas. 
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FIG. 2. Variation of density ratio, U', with dimensionless radius, 
r*, for gm less than gm (erit). 

The Diffusion Equation 

Neglecting thermal diffusion, the diffusion velocity 
is related to the concentration and pressure gradients 
by:3 

u (_p_) - -D12 {_n_ d log (ndn) + 
2 P _ P2 - n - n2 dr 

n(ml - m2) d log P} (3) 
P dr 

where n is the total gas concentration, P the total gas 
pressure, ml and m2 the respective molar masses, and 
D12 is the binary diffusion coefficient. N ow by using 
Eq. (2) to eliminate U2, Eq. (3) may be put in the form 

It is convenient to rewrite this expression in terms of 
the ratio of fissionable material and propellant densi
ties, w = pd Pl. As was mentioned previously, it 
will be assumed that n2/n« 1, however, because m2» 
mb it does not follow that w «1. In terms of w, 
the diffusion equation then becomes 

~) = -27rrpID I2 (_W_) X 
1 + w mt:l + mt:2 1 + w 

{
d log w _ (m2/ml - 1) d log P} (5) 

dr '1 + w dr 

It will become clear later that mt:2/mt:1 is determined 
by the value of w at the boundary where the flow leaves 
the vortex (in this case, the inner boundary). Thus, 
mt:2/mt:, is a characteristic value of the diffusion equa
tion. The magnitude of this characteristic value in
fluences the behavior of w where it is of the order of 
mt:2/mt:1 ; where w » mt:2/mt:1, the behavior is controlled 
by the factor 27rrpID I2/(mt:1 + mt:2), and by the be
havior of the pressure gradient. 

The radial flow velocity must be of the order of the 
diffusion velocity, and it is readily verified that it is 
therefore small compared to the tangential velocity. 
In this case, the radial momentum equation becomes 
simply 

where v is the tangential velocity; using the fact that 
n2 « nl, this may be written: 

(d log p)/(d log r) = (1 + w)v2/RT (6) 

where R is the gas constant for the light gas. Substi
tuting this result into Eq. (5) and multiplying through 
by (1 + w)/w yields 

1 - c ~ W)(mt:l ~2 mt:J = 

27rPID I2 [d log w _ (m2 
mt:l + mt:2 d log r ml 

The most important features of the vortex contain
ment mechanism can be seen quite readily from Eq. 
(7). Suppose first that there is no radial flow, so that 
mt:l = mt:2 = 0; then the quantity in square brackets 
must be zero, and we have 

( m2 ) f ( v2 
) dr log w = ml - 1 RT -; + constant 

Thus, w increases monotonically with r for mdml > 1. 
This is of course the equilibrium distribution for a given 
variation of v and T with r. 

Next, suppose that mt:l and mt:2 each have some nega
tive value, but that 1mt:21 « 1 mt:l 1 ; then, except where 
w is very small, the left side of Eq. (7) is unity, and 
except for the variation of the quantity 27rPIDld 
(mt:l + mt:2), the sum of the two terms in brackets must 
be a negative constant. Thus, initially as mt:l decreases 
from zero, dw / dr must decrease. If. mt: j is made suffi
ciently negative, dw/dr can be made zero at any given 
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value of r. Now, for such a value of ;)ITb if v2/RT de
creases monotonically with increasing r, dw/dr will be 
positive for r less than the point at which dw/dr is zero, 
and negative for r larger than this value. Thus, a 
simple maximum is produced. 

The position of this maximum may be obtained by 
solving Eq. (7) with dw/dr = O. If M tm = v/hRT)l/2 
is the tangential Mach number at the point of the maxi
mum, and other quantities evaluated at the maximum 
are similarly denoted by subscript m, then 

'YMtm 2 = -1 (;)IT1 + ~) X 
(mdml) - 1 27rP1D 12 m 

Eq. (8) contains one of the most important pieces 
of information to be derived from the analysis, namely, 
that the radial mass flow permitted by the diffusion 
process is independent of the diameter of the vortex, 
and in fact depends only on ;)ITd;)ITl, "I, Mtm 2 and the 
product (p1D 12)m evaluated at the maximum point of 
w, since for the cases of interest ;)ITd(;)ITl + ;)IT2) « 
wm/(l + wm). For a given pair of gases, (p1D 12)m 
depends only on T m' The most important fact is that 
the mass flow rate per unit of vortex length is inde
pendent of the vortex radius. Physically, this is a re
sult of the fact that for a fixed Mach number, the pres
sure gradient is inversely proportional to the vortex 
radius, and the resulting diffusion velocity is therefore 
also inversely proportional to the radius of the vortex. 
But the mass flow rate per unit of vortex length is pro
portional to the product of the radial velocity (which 
is essentially the diffusion velocity) and the vortex 
radius, and hence is constant. 

Finally, if v2/RT is not monotonic but first decreases 
and then increases with increasing r, w can have both 
a maximum and a minimum. It will be demonstrated 
that this situation can occur with heat addition in a 
free vortex. There will then be two positions in the 
vortex where dw/dr = O. In a free vortex, where 
vex 1/ r, there will be a level of heat addition below which 
only a simple maximum will exist because T does not 
vary rapidly enough to overcome the variation of v. 
This value will be termed the critical rate of heat addi
tion. There will also be a larger rate of heat addition 
above which no maximum of w can exist, because 
(v2/ RT) -increases monotonically with increasing r. 
This value will be termed the maximum rate of heat 
addition. Both of these values are of course de
pendent on 27rP1D12/(;)IT1 + ;)IT2), ;)IT2/;)ITl, m2/ml, and 
M tm. 

The Energy Equation 

To make these relationships quantitative, we must 
consider the energy equation, since it describes the 
behavior of T. The viscous dissipation will be neg
lected, as it is quite negligible in a flow with large heat 
addition. The equation in terms of the enthalpy h is 
then 3 

dh dp 1 d 
pu - = u - - - - (rq) + g (9) 

dr dr r dr 

where q = A(dT/dr) + (Cp2 - Cp1)P2U2T, A being the 
heat conductivity, and g is the volumetric rate of heat 
addition. In this case, g of course represents the heat
ing by fission fragments. 

The heating rate is proportional to the concentra~ 
tion, n2, of fissionable material, to its fission cross 
section, U r, and to the neutron flux, 4>. If the local 
energy release per fission is Q, then g = QUI 4>1/2. In 
the present work, it will be assumed that Ur and 4> are 
independent of r. Q is a constant for practical pur
poses, so the heating rate is simply proportional to n2. 
h is the enthalpy of the gas mixture, and under the 
assumption that n2 « n, it can be written as h = CplT / 
(1 + w). The specific heat of the light gas will be 
taken constant, although this is a very crude assump
tion for diatomic gases at the temperatures which are 
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FIG. 3. Variation of dimensionless temperature, T*, with dimen
sionless radiUS, r*, for gm less than gm (erit). 

of interest for the gaseous fission rocket. We make 
the assumption in order that the calculations shall not 
depend explicitly on the temperature and pressure 
level, as they would if the exact relationship between 
hand T were included. With the expression previ
ously given for dp/dr, Eq. (9) then becomes 

d ( CplT ) v2 27r 
dr 1 + w = -; - ;)ITl + ;)IT2 X 

~ [Ar ~~ + (Cp2 - CPl)rp2U2T] + QUf4>n2/ pu 

From Eq. (2), 

[(;)IT1 + ;)IT2)/27rj[;)ITd(;)ITl + ;)IT2) + w/(1 + w)] 

and from Eq. (1), 

QUf 4>n2/ pu = [27rQuf 4>/m2(;)IT1 + ;)IT2) ]rplw 

so that 
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d [( :m:2 w ) T] 
dr :m:l + :m:2 1 + w 

27r x 
:m:l + :m:2 

d (A dT) 27rQuf cp - - r - + rpw 
dr Cp1 dr m2Cpl (:m:1 + :m:2) I 

(10) 

It will be helpful to consider the relative magnitudes 
of the heat transfer by conduction and diffusion. As
suming that rdT/dr and T are of the same order, the 
ratio of the conductive and diffusive heat transfer rates 
is [27rAj Cp1 (:m:l + :m:2) l/ [wi (1 + w)], at points where 
w »:m:2/:m:1. Now according to Euchen's formula,3 
the heat conductivity, viscosity, and specific heat are 

d log r 

related by A = (91' - 5)f.LCv /4, so that the latio becomes 

91' - 5 (1 + W)( 27rf.L) (11) 
41' w:m:l + :m:2 

It will become clear later that w must be of the order 
of unity or greater over most of the vortex to provide 
sufficient fissionable material for nuclear criticality, 
so that the factor (1 + w)/w is of order unity. The 
factor (:m:l + :m:2)/27rf.L is the radial Reynolds number 
of the flow; for the situations of interest it is of the 
order of 100. Thus, conduction can be neglected com
pared to diffusive energy transport, except where 
r(dT/dr)>> T. 

Neglecting the conduction term, carrying out the 
indicated differentiation, and eliminating dw/dr with 
Eq. (7), we find the following expression for (d log T)..;
(dlogr); 

( 12) 

d log w (:m:l + :m:2)[ (1 + w)( :m:2 )] (m2 ) 
d log r = 27rp)D12 1 - -w- :m:l + :m:2 + ml - 1 (13) 

and from Eq. (6), 

(d log p)/(d log r) = 'YM2(1 + w) (14) 

With the proper boundary conditions, and the relation PI = p/RT, these three first-order nonlinear equations may be 
solved for T, w, and p, if v is given as a function of r. As was mentioned in the introduction, it will be assumed in 
the present work that va: l/r, i.e., that the flow is inviscid. 

Only those solutions yielding a maximum of w within the vortex will be considered. For heating rates below the 
critical heating rate, such solutions offer the possibility of containing the fissionable material within the vortex, away 
from the outer wall. For heating rates above the critical value, the value of w at the outer boundary of the vortex 
will be higher, in contrast. 

To facilitate the numerical integration, it is desirable to rewrite the equations in terms of dimensionless variables. 
A particularly convenient set of variables is obtained by dividing each of the variables by its value at the radius, 
rm , where w is a maximum. Such variables will be denoted by an asterisk-e.g., r* = r/rm , T* = T/Tm . It is also 
convenient to introduce a dimensionless heating rate gm, evaluated at rm, as 

(15) 

Through Eq. (8), (:m:l + :m:i)/27rPI Dl2 may be related to M lm , wm, and :m:d(:m:l + :m:2), provided the dependence of 
Dl2 on the state of the gas mixture is specified. For the present purposes, the simple result for Dl2 based on hard
sphere collisions, namely, 

(16) 

is adequate. k is Boltzmann's constant and d12 is the effective collision diameter. Thus, D1d(DI2)m = T*3/2/p*, and 

(17) 

With these relations. Eq. (12) becomes 
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d log T* 

d log r* 

Similarly, Eq. (13) is 

d log W 

d logr* 

and Eq. (14) reduces to 

Boundary Conditions 

1 -+ 
W 

(d log p*)/(d log r*) 

The system of three first-order differential equations, 
(18), (19), and (20), allows one boundary condition 
to be satisfied on each of the three variables w, T*, and 
p*. In addition, the quantity mL2/CffiLl + mL2) is a 
characteristic value of the diffusion equation, as will 
be demonstrated. It is of course clear that by neglect
ing conduction in the energy equation Eq. (18) is re
duced from a second-order equation to a first-order 
equation; this reduces the number of applicable bound
ary conditions to one. In a vortex such as is sketched 
in Fig. 1, the boundary condition on T at the vortex 
tube surface, namely, that the gas temperature equals 
the surface temperature, is lost. Similarly, by neglect
ing the radial acceleration in the radial momentum 
equation, Eq. (20) is reduced to a first-order equation. 
If the pressure is specified at any radius in a tube such 
that in Fig. 1, Eq. (20) appears to determine the pres
sure everywhere else. Actually, the three-dimensional 
flow near the axis of such a tube would be an important 
factor in determining the pressure level in the tube. 

The situation is perhaps not so clear in the case of 
the diffusion equation. If, for example, the vortex 
is assumed to be bounded at its inner and outer radii 
by porous cylinders, it may appear that' the value of 
the density ratio, w, in the vortex just adjacent to the 
surface of each of the porous cylinders should equal 
the value of W in the gas mixture flowing through the 
porous cylinder. However, this is only true if the 
direction of gas flow is from the vortex to the porous 
surface, i.e., if the boundary is an outflow boundary. 
At such a boundary, the mass flow rate of each species 
is proportional to its concentration. The inner bound
ary of the present vortex flow is such a boundary; if 
the radius of this inner boundary is r e, and the corre
sponding value of W is w" then it is clear that the quan-

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

tity mLd (mLl + mL2), which is the ratio of heavy gas 
mass flow to total mass flow, is simply 

Thus, the characteristic value of the diffusion equa
tion is determined at the inner boundary. 

In contrast, all that is required at the outer, or in
flow, boundary is that the gas flowing into the vortex 
have the same W as that leaving, namely, We. It is 
neither necessary nor in general possible for the value 
of W in the vortex adjacent to the inflow boundary to 
equal We. The transition from one value of W to the 
other at the inflow boundary occurs by a mixing proc
ess, and results in an increase of the entropy of the gas 
mixture. This entropy increase due to mixing is 
offset by the separative effect in the vortex, so that 
the entropies of mixing of the inlet and outlet flows are 
equal. 

For the present calculations, the boundary condi
tions will be applied at r* = 1, and are simply 

T*(I) = 1, P*(I) = 1, weI) = Wm (22) 

where Wm is the maximum value of w. For given values 
of gm, We, W m, M tm , m2/ml, Cp2/Cp1 , and 'Y, the solution 
can then be obtained by forward integration. The 
inner radius of the vortex is then defined as that radius 
at which W is equal to We. 

The last statement implies that the fluid leaves the 
vortex at the radius re, as though there were a cylin
drical sink there. This condition would be approxi
mated by a porous cylinder of radius re. The three
dimensional flow near the axis of a tube such as that 
sketched in Fig. 1 would act as a sink distributed over 
the portion of the tube volume within the radius of the 
exit nozzle. For a precise evaluation of the loss of 
fissionable material from the vortex, a treatment of this 
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FIG. 4. Variation of density ratio, w, with dimensionless radius, 
r*, for gm greater than gm (erit). 

distributed sink would be essential; for the present 
purpose, We will be taken to be very small (10-4), and 
the fluid will be assumed to leave the vortex at re. 
This gives a very conservative estimate of the loss 
rate. 

Finally, it should be noted that for wclwm « 1, the 
character of the solutions for T*, p*, and W is inde
pendent of the magnitude of We [see Eq. (19) J. 

The Critical and Maximum Heating Rates 

The maximum heating rate has been defined as the 
highest heating rate for which W has a maximum within 
the vortex. Equivalently, gm(max) is the largest value 
of gm for which W has a maximum at r* = 1; that is, 
the largest value of gm for which d2w/dr*2 is negative 
at r* = 1. From Eq. (19), 

(~:~2)r*=1 = -~Mtm2 (:: - 1 ) X 

Wm [2 + (1/2) (dT* / dr*)r* = d 

so that for gm(max) , (dl*/dr*)r*=l = -4. Now from 
Eq. (18), 

(
dT*) 
dr* r*=l 

(23) 

whence 

gm(max) = (~ - 1)Mtm2 + 
4 [~ + (1 _ Cp 2)(1 - (We/Wm))]( Wm ) 

Wm Cpl 1 + We 1 + Wm 
(24) 

and for We « 1 and We « W m , this is 

gm(max) = 4 + (~ - 1)Mtm2 

The critical heating rate has been defined as the 

smallest heating rate for which dw/dr* = 0 for some 
r* > 1. From Eq. (19), for We « Wm, dw/dr* is zero 
if T* = 1/r*4; however, since T* can be obtained only 
from integration of the differential equations, the value 
of gm(eTit) cannot readily be obtained analytically. The 
values of gm(eTit)/ gm(max) obtained from the solutions of 
the equations will be given later. 

Solution of the Diffusion Problem 

Solutions of a system of equations equivalent to 
Eqs. (18), (19), and (20) with boundary conditions 
(22) were given in reference 1. These were obtained 
by forward integration of the equations, from r* = 1 
to both smaller and larger r*. The parameters which 
characterize the gas mixture, and which occur ex
plicitly in Eqs. (18), (19), and (20), were chosen to be 
representative of hydrogen and plutonium gas. Spe
cifically, mdml = 119.5, CpdCl'l = 0.008, and ~ = 
1.31 were chosen. The exit density ratio, We, was 
taken as 0.0001. 

The remaining parameters are then gm, which meas
ures the heating rate; M tm , which measures the strength 
of the vortex; and Wm , which is a measure of the density 
ratio of heavy gas contained in the vortex. While the 
specification of We effectively determines the inner 
boundary of the vortex, the value of r* corresponding 
to the outer boundary is arbitrary. The numerical 
solutions must, however, be terminated for some r* 
greater than unity. In the calcu1at,ions reported in 
reference 1, they were terminated when the density 
ratio W reached wm/lO for gm < gm(erit), and when' W 
reached Wm, for gm > gm(eTit). 

Solutions for wand T* 

Solutions for wand T*, for two subcritica1 values of 
the heating parameter, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The heating rates are 0.17 gm(max) and 0.34 gm(max)' For 
the chosen values of M tm = 0.7 and Wm = 1.0, gm(eTit/ 
gm(max) = 0.49. In this range of gm/ gm(ma,) , the W pro
file is rather insensitive to gm, even though a consider
able amount of heating takes place. If gm were zero, 
T* would decrease quite rapidly with decreasing r*, 
because of the expansion in the pressure gradient pro-

FIG. 5. Variation of dimensionless temperature, T*, with dimen· 
sionless radius r*; for gm greater than gm (erit). 
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FIG. 6. Variation of dimensionless fuel concentration, n2*' with 
dimensionless radius, r*, for gm less than gm (crit.) 

duced by the vortex. It follows that for sufficiently 
large r*, T* would increase with r*. In Figs. 2 and 3, 
the solutions are carried out approximately to the 
value of r* at which dT* / dr* = O. 

As gm increases, dT* / dr* increases until the critical 
value, gm(crit) , is reached. The solutions then change 
character to that shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The essen
tial differences are that W has a second stationary point 
for some r* > 1, and that dT* / dr* becomes increas
ingly negative with increasing r*, instead of eventually 
becoming positive, as in Fig. 3. The behavior appears 
to be singular, with W approaching infinity and T* 
approaching zero as r* approaches some value. Thus, 
in principle, very large temperature ratios, from the 
outside of the vortex to the inside, can be obtained 
with sufficiently large heating rates. 

However, the irregular behavior of wand T* implies 
very large concentrations of heavy gas in the outer 
portions of the vortex tube. This is illustrated in Figs. 
6 and 7, which give the profiles of n2* corresponding to 
the wand T* profiles of Figs. 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, 
respectively. For the subcritical heating rates, the 
profiles of n2* and ware at least qualitatively similar; 
however, for the supercritical heating rates, n2* be
comes very large in the outer portions of the tube. 
This is, of course, principally a reflection of the fact 
that the gas density is much larger in the outer portions 
because of the large temperature change. 

Values of gm(crit)/ gm(max) obtained from a series of 
integrations are summarized in Table 1. 

The shatpness of the peak in the w distribution in
creases rapidly with increasing M tm , as shown in Fig. 8 
(or three cases having gm/ gm(crit) "" 1.02. Thus, as 

TABLE 1 

Critical Heating Rates 

M tm W", = 0.2 Wm = 0.5 Wm = 1.0 Wm = 4.0 

0.5 0.455 0.450 0.441 0.410 
0.7 0.505 0.499 0.487 0.434 
1.0 0.580 0.574 0.557 0.470 

the Mach number increases, the amount of heavy gas 
which is retained in the vortex, for a fixed value of 
Wm , is reduced. On the other hand, increasing M tm in
creases the mass flow capacity of the vortex, as may 
be seen from Eq. (8). 

In contrast to the strong dependence of the profiles 
of w on M tm , their dependence on Wm is quite weak. 
w/wm is shown in Fig. 9 for three values of 'Wm , and for 
gm/ gm(cTit) = 1.02, as before. This insensitivity of 
w/wm to Wm may be understood from a careful examina
tion of Eqs. (18) and (19). If we consider only the 
range of W where w/(1 + w) » :m2/(:mI + :m2), they 
reduce approximately to : 

d log T* 

d log r* 

and 

~ ~:: ~* = ~~:~2 (:: _ 1)(,*2:*112 _ 1) 
In the energy equation, the first term represents the 
energy transport by diffusion, and this term depends 
directly on the magnitude of w; however, it is zero at 
two points (the maximum and minimum of w) on the 
curves of Fig. 9, so it seems reasonable that it is fairly 
small over most of the vortex. Of the other two terms, 
the last depends on w/wm , and not on Wm itself. Thus, 
it may be said that the profiles of w/wm are similar for 
different values of Wm because the diffusive energy 
transport is comparatively unimportant. 

Performance Parameters 

In addition to the three parameters determining the 
solutions, namely, M tm , Wm , and gm, the value of r* cor-
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responding to the periphery of the vortex must be 
specified in describing an actual vortex. For given 
values of M lm, Wm , and gm, the pressure and temperature 
ratios across the vortex, for example, depend on the 
value of r1' *. In order to reduce the number of param
eters by one, a rather arbitrary choice of rp * will there
fore be made. For the cases with subcritical heating 
rates, rp * will be taken as that value of r* greater than 
unity for which w/wm = 0.1. For the supercritical 
cases rp * will be taken as the value of r* greater than 
unity for which W = Wm • 

With these choices, there is then, for given values 
of Wm and M tm, a definite relationship between the 
temperature ratio across the vortex, Tc/Tp, and the 
heating parameter. This relationship is shown in 
Fig. 10 for M tm = 0.7. It will be noted that the char
acteristics are markedly different for the subcritical 
and supercritical solutions. As the heating parameter 
is increased, the temperature ratio, Tc/Tp, increases 
continuously until gm(crit) is reached. At this point, 
the profile of W switches from the type shown in Fig. 2 
to that shown in Fig. 4, and the temperature ratio 
becomes very large. As gm is increased beyond 
gm(crit) , TclTp decreases again, because with the above 
choice for the outer radius, rp * decreases with increasing 
gm. For gm/gm(max) = 1, the outer boundary of the 
vortex is at the maximum of w, i.e., at r* = 1. Be
cause of the sensitivity of the profiles in the neighbor
hood of gm(crilJ, it was rather difficult to establish the 
exact end points of the subcritical characteristics; hence, 
these end points are labeled approximate. For M tm = 
0.7, the maximum values of To/Tp which can be ob
tained with a simple maximum of W vary from about 
3.0 for Wm = 0.2 to 2.5 for Wm = 4.0. Values for other 
Mach numbers are given in Table 2. 

It is convenient to relate other performance param
eters to the temperature ratio, W m , and M tm. The 
pressure ratio from the inner to the outer boundary 
is shown in Fig. 11 for M tm = 0.7. As Wm increases, 
the pressure drop through the vortex increases also. 
This increase may be regarded as due to the increased 
resistance to flow offered by the more dense distribution 
of heavy gas as Wm increases. 
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FIG. 8. Effect of the tangential Mach number at the point of 

maximum density ratio, M'm, on the variation of the density ratio 
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The Mach number of the vortex at its periphery, 
M tp, is related to M tm by 

(25) 

Since w/wm and T* were found to be independent of 
Wm for given M tm, it is not surprising that, as a function 
of TclTp, MIl' depends only on M tm. This dependence 
is shown in Fig. 12, from which it is clear that rather 
high values of M tp are required when Tp/Tc is small. 
This is due simply to the very rapid decrease of Tp * with 
increasing r* for these cases; however, it is important 
to note that the mass flow capacity of the vortex de
pends on M tm [Eq. (8)], and that as Tp/Tc (or Tp *) de
creases, it will become more difficult to obtain satis
factorily high values of M tm• 

From Eq. (8), the mass flow capacity of the vortex 
per unit length, :mI , is related to M tm and the diffusion 
coefficient. Using Eq. (16), the relation may be written 
as 

:mI 

where 'I' = Mtm2/Tp *1/2. Since Tp * is independent of 
Wm, so is '1'; its dependence on M tm and Tp/Tc is shown 
in Fig. 13. It is clear that for given values of Tp and 
M tm, :mI increases with increasing TclTp; however, if 
M tp is held fixed, 'I' decreases with increasing Tc/Tp, 
as indicated by the lines of constant M tp included 
in Fig. 13. 

The radius rc of the inner boundary of the vortex 
effectively determines the maximum possible length-to
diameter ratio of a vortex such as that in Fig. 1, since 

TABLE 2 

Maximum of Tc/Tp for Subcritical Solutions 

M tm wm O.2-1.0 Wm = 4.0 

0.5 4.2 3.8 
0.7 3.0 2.5 
1.0 2.9 2.4 
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all of the mass flow must leave the vortex axially near 
its center, and the. radius of the exit nozzle must be 
less than re. Thus, the ratio r./rp is an important per
formance parameter. Its dependence on M tm , Wm, and 
Te/Tp is shown in Fig. 14. In contrast to M tp and 
'IF, rclrp is dependent to some extent on Wm • This is 
because the profile of W depends on the magnitude of 
W itself, and not w/wm alone, near rco where W ~ We. 

All the values or rclrp are near 0.5 or larger, so that for 
the range of M tm covered in Fig. 14, the heavy gas is 
essentially confined to the outer half of the vortex 
radius. 

It is convenient to refer the heating parameter to the 
conditions in the vortex at its periphery. Thus, 

gp = _ 27rQut</>n2prp2 
= (n *r *2/T *) (27) 

mL
1
(1 + we)Cp1Tp gm 2p p P 

is a direct measure of the rate of enthalpy increase in 
the outer portion of the vortex, and if it is given as a 
function of T./Tp , W m , and M tm , it permits the calcula
tion of the neutron flux, cp, required to give any speci
fied temperature ratio. The dependence of gp on Wm 

and Te/Tp for M tm = 0.7 is shown in Fig. 15. It in
creases rapidly as TclTp increases, as would be ex
pected. The large difference between the supercritical 
and subcritical cases for a given Te/Tp is due simply 
to the fact that wp/wm = 1 for the former and wp/wm = 
0.1 for the latter. If the values of gp for the subcritical 
case are multiplied by 10, they very nearly fall on the 
curve for the supercritical case, in the range of T./Tp 
where the two overlap. 

Finally, to complete the description of the vortex 
from the nuclear standpoint, we need some measure of 
the total amount of fissionable gas and of propellant 
gas in it. We may define a mean propellant density by 
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ih 
(28) 

PIP 

if we assume Pl* is constant at Pl.* for r* < r.*. Simi
larly, if we define a mean density ratio, w, by 

(29) 

then the average density of the fissionable gas is P2* = 

w('PI/ PIP) PIp· PI/PIp and w/wm are given in Figs. 16 
and 17 for M tm = 0.7. We see that w/wm is largest for 
the supercritical cases, because W = Wm both at r* = 1 
and at r* = rp *; and that it has a maximum, because 
W deviates more from Wm in the outer portions of the 
vortex as Tp/Te decreases. iti/ PIp increases mono
tonically with Tp/Tco simply because of the influence 
of the temperature on the density. There is also some 
influence of Wm, which arises from the variation of the 
pressure drop with W m • 

Performance and Criticality Estimates 

The significance of the results obtained from the 
preceding analysis of the heating separation process 
may perhaps be better revealed if incorporated into 
the performance analysis of a gaseous vortex reactor 
for rocket propull>ipn. In the present section the char
acteristic performance parameters of the rocket are 
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calculated in terms of the parameters derived from the 
separation analysis and from the nuclear configuration. 
To be definitive, such an analysis would have to include 
an optimization of the entire system for some mission, 
and this would imply a detailed study of many aspects 
of the vehicle configuration, as well as those of the 
power plant. The intent of the present analysis, how
ever, is much more modest; it is simply to provide a 
physical feeling for the several parameters which 
characterize the performance of the vortex tube as ap
plied to rocket propulsion. 

To this end, the requirements imposed on the reactor 
system by the overall energy balance, and by criticality, 
will be estimated. The weight, thrust-to-weight ratio, 
neutron flux, and various other parameters will then 
be given for some representative examples. 

It is assumed in these computations that the reactor 
core consists of a cylindrical bundle of vortex tubes 
such as that shown in Fig. 1, the diameter being equal 
to the length l of an individual tube. Both graphite 
and beryllium oxide will be considered as moderators. 
In those cases where the temperature ratio Te/Tp is such 
that heat must be added to the propellant, by fission
able material, before it enters the vortex tubes, it will 
be assumed that the fissionable material not contained 
in the tubes is uniformly dispersed in the moderator. 
Some reduction in overall size and weight should be 
obtainable by concentrating this solid fuel in as small 
a volume as possible, but this refinement will not be 
considered here. 

Energy Balance 

Although most of the fission power generated in the 
vortex tubes appears directly as an increase in the 
enthalpy of the gas mixture, there will always be some 
fraction t carried by radiation which penetrates the 
gas and is deposited directly in the surrounding solid 
regions of the reactor. The radiation mechanism is 
both thermal and nuclear (gamma rays and neutrons); 
therefore, in general t will depend on the properties of 
the gas and the nuclear characteristics of the reactor. 

In the special case that the propellant gas is the only 
available heat sink, the propellant must be passed first 
through the solid regions of the engine to remove the 
energy deposition represented by 5, and thence into 
the vortex tubes for further heating. Consider now 
a system in which some of the fissionable material is 
contained in solid fuel plates so that a fraction j of 
the fission reactions occur in the solid regions. If P 
is the total power generated in this system, he the en
thalpy per unit mass of propellant corresponding to the 
temperature in the vortex core, and rh the mass flow 
rate of propellant, then P = rh he. The total power 
deposited in the solid regions Psis then 

P, =jP + tPe = [J+ t(l -j)]P 

where P e = (1 - j)P, the fission power released directly 
into the gas mixture in the cavity. Further, if hp is 
the enthalpy corresponding to the maximum tempera-
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ture in the solid, then for the present case P s 

and we obtain 

hc/hp = 1/ [f+ reI - f)] (30) 

Now, the specific impulse I for a rocket engine with a 
completely expanded nozzle is'simply g2I2/2 = h, where 
g is the gravitational constant. Thus, the ratio given 
in Eq. (30) is the square root of the corresponding spe
cific impulses. The significance of this result may 
be appreciated if one thinks of the quantity Ip as the 
maximum possible specific impulse attainable in a 
solid-fuel (temperature-limited) reactor. Then IclIp 
would be the performance gain to be realized in in
corporating some gas-phase fission heating. Fig. 18 
shows this ratio as a function of f for the case r = O.l. 
Evidently, with an all gas-phase reactor (f = 0), it is 
possible to achieve specific impulses about three times 
as large as with an all solid-fuel nuclear engine. 

If the restriction that all heat must be transferred 
to the propellant is removed by providing radiators for 
rejection of heat from the solid parts of the reactor, 
hclhp can, at least in principle, be larger than the value 
given by Eq. (30). However, if an appreciable frac
tion of the total power is radiated, the radiator weight 
will be so large that the thrust-to-weight ratio will 
necessarily be much less than unity. This is not 
necessarily a disadvantage for space propulsion appli
cations. 

Criticality 

Estimates of the critical size of the reactor have been 
obtained from two-group, two-region calculations for 
a completely reflected cylinder. The calculations 
were done on a digital computer using a two-group, 
two-region code, and a reflector savings program. * 

The reactor core was taken to be a homogeneous 
mixture of moderator, plutonium and hydrogen. The 
proportions of the latter two were determined from the 
separation analysis. Fast fission was neglected and 
the resonance escape probability was taken as unity. 

The thickness of the beryllium reflector for each 
reactor and the void fraction {3 of the core were selected 
to minimize the combined core and reflector weight. 
The calculations made by Lafyatis and Nelson indi
cated that {3 = 0.6 would be near optimum for most 
configurations of interest. 

The fission cross section of plutonium has a marked 
resonance at a neutron energy of 0.3 electron volts, 
which coincides with the mean thermal neutron 
energy (Maxwell distribution) for a temperature of 
2,330oK. Thus, the neutron temperature has an im
portant effect on the critical mass for the systems con
sidered here. It was assumed that the neutron tem
perature was equal to the moderator temperature, 
which in turn was taken equal to Tp. 

Rocket Engine Performance 

For the present purpose, the performance of the vor-

* The calculations were made by P. G. Lafyatis and M. L. 
Nelson of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USAEC. 
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tex tube reactor may be characterized by the specific 
impulse, the total thrust, and the ratio of thrust to 
reactor (core plus reflector) weight. 

The specific impulse is determined from the total 
energy content He of the propellant gas at the vortex 
"core" condition. In the present system, the total 
energy is given by the enthalpy per unit mass of gas, 
he, plus the kinetic energy due to the tangential ve
locity Ve of the propellant at the core radius re. Thus, 
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(31) 

If we use the fact that the tangential velocity in the 
vortex is inversely proportional to the radius, then we 
can relate Ve to Vp , the tangential velocity at the tube 
periphery, thus: 

ve2 = 'YeReTpMtp2(rp/re)2 

where 'Ye, Re refer to the core conditions; and Eq. (31) 
may be written 

where we have used he = CpeTe. For the systems to be 
considered here, the second term in Eq. (32) is in the 
order of 0.2 and will be neglected in these computations. 
This means that we are underestimating the energy 
available to the gas and will therefore obtain a slightly 
conservative estimate of engine performance. 

The total thrust F from the assembly of vortex tubes 
in the reactor is 

(33) 

where I is the length of the tubes, N the number of tubes, 
;ml is the mass flow rate per unit length of tube, and c 
is the rocket exhaust velocity, where c2/2 = he. Now, 
the product ;mIl is related to the nozzle throat radius 
rtby 

(34) 

where Pt is the propellant gas density and at the ve
locity of sound at the throat. These are related to 
the core conditions by 

_ (_2_)1/('Y-O 
Pt - PIc 'Y + 1 

and 

a 2 = 2 (~) h 
t 'Y+1 e 

Thus, Eq. (34) may be written 

;mIl = 1I"rp2Ple[('Y - 1)heP/2 X 

(
_2 )('Y+ll/2h-ll (:.e)2 (:.,)2 
'Y + 1 rp re 

(35) 

Substitution into the thrust equation yields 

( 
2 )1/2 

F = (1I"/4)/312'YPe -- X 
'Y - 1 

(
_2 )('Y+l)/2('Y-l) (~)2 (!j)2 (36) 

'Y + 1 rp re 

where we have used the relation PIc = 'YPc/( 'Y - 1)he and 
introduced the expression for the reactor core volume 
1I"rp2Nl/{3, which is 11"13/4 for a square cylinder, to 
eliminate N. The quantity r t/ r c is the ratio of nozzle 
throat radius to the radius at which W - We in the vor
tex tube. Note that 0 < rtlre < 1. It can be seen 
from Eq. (36) that the thrust of this system is actually 
limited by the size of the area which can be provided 
at the back face of the reactor for the exhaust nozzles, 
without allowing the fissionable material to be blown 
out. This area is 1I"{312(rc/rp) 2/4. The thrust is also 
proportional to the pressure Pc, but independent of the 
"core" temperature Te. The ratio re/r1' is of course 

TABLE 3 

Numerical Examples of Vortex Tube Reactors· 

Case Number 
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tc/Tp 1.56 1.56 1.56 4.05 4.05 4.05 
w'" 0.5 1.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 4.0 
Mtp 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
T., OR. 7,020 7,020 7,020 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Tp, OR. 4,500 4,500 4,500 2,470 2,470 2,470 
pc, atm. 100 100 100 100 100 100 
PP' atm. 213 231 498 171 188 338 
r./rll 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.59 0.59 0.58 
w/wm 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.56 0.56 0.54 
gp 0.96 0.96 1.50 56 56 81 
ml" lb./sec. ft. 0.0198 0.0198 0.0198 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 
I, sec. 1,196 1,196 1,196 1,426 1,426 1,426 
112g, cm. 3 0.40 X 1018 0.85 X 1018 5.2 X 1018 0.49 X 1018 1.01 X 1018 5.12 X 1018 

I, ft. 15.4 10.2 3.8 16.8 11.7 4.5 
(14.0) (8.5) (4.1) (16.7) (10.1) (4.5) 

F/(r,/r.)2, lb. 15.3 X 10" 6.7 X 10" 0.90 X 10" 14.6 X 10" 7.02 X 106 1.01 X 106 

(12.6 X 10") (4.65 X 106) (1.02 X 106 ) (14.3 X 106) (5.25 X 106) (1.01 X 106 ) 

Weight, lb. 180,000 75,000 10,000 230,000 100,000 15,000 
(120,000) (35,000) (5,300) (180,000) (55,000) (6,700) 

[F /(rt/r.)21/weight 85 89 90 64 70 67 
(98) (133) (192) (80) (94) (150) 

N /Cr./r.)2 55,400 36,700 13,300 66,200 46,100 17,100 
(50,400) (30,600) (14,300) (65,800) (39,800) (17,100) 

<I>/(r./r.)2, 
neutrons/ cm. 2-sec. 0.78 X 1018 0.53 X 1018 0.26 X 1018 1.6 X 1018 1.0 X 1018 0.54 X 1018 

(0.85 X 1018 ) (0.64 X 1018 ) (0.24 X 1018 ) (1.6 X 1018 ) (1.2 X 1018 ) (0.54 X 1018 ) 

rp(r'/r.), in. 0.305 0.248 0.154 0.304 0.253 0.160 
(0.291) (0.226) (0.159) (0.303) (0.236) (0.160) 

* Performance parameters based on (j = 0.6, 'Y = 1.31, Q = 7.36 X 10-12 cal./fission, Cp1 = 3.54 cal./gm.-oK., and tTl = 975 barns 
for T" = 2,470°R., and Cp1 = 5.25 cal./gm.-oK. and tTl = 810 barns for Tp = 4,500°R. 
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determined by the diffusion process in the tubes. It 
depends principally upon M tm , increasing as M tm tn

creases. 
Eq. (36) contains the factor (r/re)2, which may have 

any value from zero to unity. Thus, for a given set of 
vortex tube parameters and critical reactor size, the 
thrust may have any value from zero to that given by 
Eq. (36) for rtlre = l. As this ratio increases, the 
number of tubes in the reactor increases, each tube 
decreasing in diameter. This may be seen by equating 
Eqs. (33) and l36) and solving for N. Then, using 
he :;::< CpcT., we obtain 

(37) 

For a given set of vortex tube parameters, ~l and rclrp 
are fixed. Then, for fixed Pc and T e, the number of 
tubes is proportional to (r/re)2. 

The average neutron flux required to give the heat 
release rates implied by these performance parameters 
may be determined from Eq. (27), which gives 

(1 + we)Cp1Tp (~l) 
cf>=g -

p 2n2pIY rQ 7rrp2 

where hp = Cp1Tp. The last factor above may be 
eliminated by applying Eq. (35). If we note also that 

n2p = wpPIP/m2 = Wp(Pclm2RTe)(pp/Pe)(TclTp) 

then the expression for cf> may be written 

gp(1 + wc)m2CplTktRTY/2 
cf>= X 

2wplIYrQ 

(
Tp)2 (_2 )2(~~\) (!!!)(!,!)2 (~)2 (38) 
Te 'Y + I pp rp re 

gp increases with increasing TclTp (Fig. 15), and Cp1 
also increases with increasing T e, so that cf> will increase 
quite rapidly with increasing Te. 

Numerical Examples 

It was mentioned previously that the enthalpy ratio 
he/hp (or the temperature ratio Te/Tp) is the most im
portant parameter in determining the characteristics 
of the vortex tube. On the other hand, the fissionable 
material concentration determines the overall size and 
weight of the reactor. Accordingly, examples have 
been selected with two representative values of TclTp, 
and three values of Wm • The pressure at the vortex 
core has been taken as 100 atmospheres for all cases, 
so that Wm is nearly a direct measure of the fuel con
centration in the gas phase. 

Cases 1, 2, and 3 have TclTp = l.56. This tempera
ture ratio corresponds to about half the heat being 
added to the propellant by solid fuel elements, and half 
by the vortex tubes. The temperature leaving the 
solid reactor, Tp , has been set at the upper limit for 
graphite fuel elements, namely, 4,500°R.; hence the 
chamber temperature, Tn is 7,020°R. This is of the 
same order as the chamber temperature for contem-
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porary chemical rocket motors-e:g., liquid O2 and 
JP-4 give Te .". 6,300°R. 

Cases 4, 5, and 6 have the largest values of TclTp pose 
sible for Te = lO,OOOoR. They represent systems with 
chamber temperatures considerably higher than the 
best obtainable with chemical rockets. At the same 
time, the temperatures entering the vortex tubes are 
considerably below the limits for graphite or the refrac-
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FIG. 18. Specific impulse ratio, I.IIp , as function of gas-phase 
fission heating. 

tory metals. These systems have all fissionable ma
terial in the gas phase. 

Some characteristics of these reactors are shown in 
Table 3. The values for beryllium-oxide-moderated 
reactors are shown in parentheses. The first few 
quantities listed are characteristic of the vortex tube 
itself, and hence are independent of the moderator 
used. 

Although the reactor weights (core plus reflector) 
are very high for fuel concentrations of the order of 
0.5 X 1018 cm. -3, they are quite reasonable if the con
centration can be increased to about 5.0 X 1018 cm.-3 

These higher fuel concentrations imply high pumping 
pressures, however. For Case 3, pp is 498 atmospheres, 
or 7,320 psi. The pumping pressure must be taken as 
about twice this figure, to allow for the pressure drops 
in the inlet nozzles and solid reactor. It should be 
noted that the increase in average fuel concentration, 
n2, by a factor of 10 from Case 1 to Case 3 requires only 
a little more than doubling of the pumping pressure. 
This increase is due to the higher pressure drop caused 
by increasing W m • To achieve the same concentration 
increase by raising the general pressure level with con
stant Wm , it would be necessary to increase the pumping 
pressure tenfold, to about 4,000 atmospheres. The 
beryllium-oxide-moderated reactors are in all cases 
lighter than the corresponding graphite-moderated 
reactors. This is due to the decreased neutron-slowing
down length and decreased diffusion length in beryllium 
oxide as compared to graphite. 

Although the reactor weights are rather high, the 
thrust-to-weight ratios are also quite high if relrc is 
near unity. It may, however, be more realistic to 

take rtlrc a little less than unity, to allow for three
dimensional flow effects in the long, thin, vortex tubes. 
If rtlrc is taken as 0.5, for example, the beryllium-oxide
moderated reactor described in Case 3 has a thrust 
of 255,000 lbs., and a thrust-to-weight ratio of 48. The 
latter figure is somewhat lower than that for a chemical 
system; however, the specific impulse is at least twice 
that of the best chemical rockets. In order to give 
this performance the reactor would contain 950 vortex 
tubes, each 0.32 in. in diameter. The average neutron 
flux would be 5.2 X 1016 neutrons/sec.-cm. 2 

It seems from comparison of Cases 3 and 6, for ex
ample, that as Tc is increased, the critical size and 
weight of the reactor increase. This effect is due to 
a lower average fuel concentration in the higher tem
perature reactor. The gas-phase fuel concentrations, 
1i2U ' are about the same in the two cases, but the lower
temperature reactor contains considerable solid fuel. 

Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, it seems worth while to summarize 
the more important results of the analysis. One of 
these is that the mass flow capacity per unit length of 
the vortex tube, as limited by the rate of diffusion of 
propellant through the fissionable gas, is independent 
of the tube diameter. Thus, even though the mass flow 
per unit of tube length is only of the order of 0.01 pounds 
per second per foot, the mass flow capacity per unit 
volume of an assembly of small-diameter tubes can be 
quite large. 

A second important conclusion is that containment 
of the fissi"onable material within the vortex, away from 
its outer boundary, is possible only if the pressure 
gradient decreases monotonically with increasing ra
dius. As a corollary of this, there is a critical heating 
rate above which such containment is impossible. 

Insofar as the vortex containment mechanism limits 
the performance of the gaseous nuclear rocket, the 
performance capability is very high. It may well be 
that the performance will actually be limited by other 
factors, such as radiant heat transfer from the gas to 
solids, the difficulty of maintaining fissionable material 
in gaseous form at the required concentrations and 
temperatures, and the difficulty of generating vortices 
with the required low radial mass-flow rates and high 
tangential velocities. The potential of the gaseous fis
sion rocket seems to warrant intensive study of these 
problems. 
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